Curvilinear coordinates are used to extend adiabatic normal modes to weak range-dependent environments including those with sloping bottoms. Reciprocal vertical wavenumbers of a reference mode provide the coordinate scale factors. This approach is valid for negligible horizontal derivatives of intermodal vertical-wavenumber ratios. Large gradients in the bottom impedance make these ratios large implying significant mode coupling in oceanic regions spanning both soft and hard terrains.
INTRODUCTION
A W.K.B. approximation of the normal modes in shallow water is used to construct a curvilinear coordinate system in which those modes approximately decouple. Here the basis for the construction of such coordinate systems is developed and simulations are presented which explore some limitations of the approach.
DEVELOPMENT
It may be shown that in curvilinear coordinates a separation of variables between horizontal and vertical components leads to the following eigenvalue equation, (1) where 11, < are the horizontal coordinates, < the vertical coordinate, h(q, 6; C) the vertical scale factor, km(v, <) the eigenvalues, \51,(n, <; C) the eigenfunctions; R(v, <; C) is an effective total wavenumber that includes geometrical corrections for the bottom bathymetry. Also resulting from the separation is an equation for the mode amplitude (1)) A,,
The integrals represent mode coupling and must vanish for the modes to decouple; it is sufficient that 
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The partial derivatives of Gm along surfaces of constant < behave like,
Thus mode coupling vanishes within the W.K.B. approximation when,
The coordinate surfaces are chosen such that this condition is identically true for a reference mode, h = ~0~. The horizontal derivatives of the other eigenfunctions then vanish to the extent that IC,)C;~ remains constant everywhere. It is expected that these wavenumber ratios should be insensitive to changes in horizontal position because orthogonality of the modes constrains the vertical wavenumbers to specific values.
SIMULATIONS
Simulations were run in a sloping environment with several different bottom impedances to check this proposition. Propagation parameters were taken from the ASA wide-angle benchmark wedge (2) with a 25 Hz source. The cross-slope range is 6 km and the range down the 21 deg slope is 1 km with a maximum water depth of 384m. The speed of sound in the water is 1500m/s with a density of 1 g/cm3. Values for the bottom sound-speed, Cb, and density Pb were taken from Hamilton (3).
Shown in tables l-4 below are the mean value and standard deviation of the vertical wavenumber ratio hd$ -I, rn > 1, obtained by averaging over the entire wedge domain. The lowest mode, rn = 1, is used as the reference. In all cases the standard deviation is small compared to the mean ratio with the worst case having a 2% error for a coarse sand bottom. Also note that except for an infinitely hard bottom, the mean ratio changes slowly with the bottom parameters and is within the 2% error of each individual wedge.
Prom these results it may be concluded that except for environments spanning both soft and anomalously hard bottoms, curvilinear coordinate systems can be constructed such that the normal modes decouple for those environmental conditions most commonly found in shallow water shelf regions. 
